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Let X , X be two Banach spaces over the complex field C and let T : X ª X1 2 1 2
qbe a bounded linear operator with the generalized inverse T . Let T s T q d T be
q5 5 5 5a bounded linear operator with T d T - 1. Suppose that dim ker T s
q q .dim ker T - ` or R T l Ker T s 0. Then T has the generalized inverse T s
 q .y1 qI q T d T T with
5 q5T
q5 5T F .q5 5 5 51 y T d T
This result generalizes Theorem 3.9 of M. Z. Nashed ``Generalized Inverses and
.Applications,'' Academic Press, New York, 1976 . Using this result, we give some
results of the perturbation analysis for the operator equation Tx s b. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X , X be two Banach spaces over the complex field C and let1 2
 .B X , X denote the Banach space of all bounded linear operators T :1 2
107
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X ª X with the norm1 2
5 5 5 5 < 5 5T s sup Tx x s 1, x g X , 1.1 4  .1
5 5where ? is the norm of X or X . For a Banach space X, put1 2
 .  .X* s B X, C . X* is called the dual space of X. For T g B X , X , Ker T1 2
  ..  .  .resp. R T denotes the null space resp. range of T. Let T g B X , X ,1 2
 .  .with R T closed. If there exist two projections idempotents of P:
 .X ª Ker T , Q: X ª R T , then T has uniquely the generalized inverse1 2
q q  .T s T with respect to P, Q such thatP , Q
TqTTqs Tq, TTqT s T , TqT s I y P , TTqs Q. 1.2 .
 q . q  q. qIf X , X are Hilbert spaces, we require T T * s T T , TT * s TT1 2
 w x.see also Na .
w x  .In Na , M. Z. Nashed showed that for T g B X , X with the general-1 2
q q . 5 5 5 5ized inverse T and letting T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1,1 2
q y1 q q .  . if I q d TT T maps Ker T into R T , then T exists and T s I q
q .y1 qT d T T with
5 q5T
q5 5T F . 1.3 .q5 5 5 51 y T d T
q y1 .  .We note that the condition that I q d TT T maps Ker T into R T is
hard to verify except for some special cases, so in this paper we will first
q give some conditions which are easy to check for the existence of T see
.Theorem 3.2 . Then as applications of the result, we will present some
results of the perturbation analysis for the operator equation Tx s b.
wSome special cases for the equation Tx s b have been discussed in EH,
xNa, Zi , etc.
In the next section, we describe some notations and lemmas. The
q  .existence of T for the perturbation of T in B X , X and the estimate1 2
q5 5of T are given in Section 3. Section 4 concerns the perturbation
analysis for Tx s b. We conclude with some remarks in Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a Banach space. X is said to be reflexive if X is isometric to
 .X* * s X**. For a subspace V in X, we denote by V the closure of V.
Put
HV s f g X* f x s 0, ; x g V . 4 .
H H H H .Then V s V and V s V if X is reflexive.
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Throughout this paper we assume that X , X are Banach spaces. For1 2
 .  U U . T g B X , X there is a unique operator T* g B X , X the adjoint1 2 2 1
.operator of T defined by
y* Tx s T*y* x , ; x g X , y* g X U . .  .  . 1 2
H H5 5 5 5  .   ..We have T s T* and Ker T s R T* , R T s Ker T*. More- .
H H .   ..over, if X , X are reflexive, then Ker T* s R T , R T* s Ker T .1 2
  . . w xin fact, in this case, T s T* * . The above can be referred to in Ka or
w xYo .
 .  .Let T g B X , X . The minimum module g T of T is defined by1 2
5 5g T s inf Tx dist x , Ker T s 1 . 2.1 4 .  .  .
 .Thus, from the definition of g T , we deduce that
5 5Tx G g T dist x , Ker T , ; x g X . 2.2 .  .  .1
w x  .According to Ka, p. 234, Theorem 5.13, p. 231, Theorem 5.2 , g T s
 .  .  .g T* and R T is closed iff g T ) 0.
 . qLEMMA 2.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T . Then1 2
5 q 5 5 q51 T T TT
F g T F . 2.3 .  .q q5 5 5 5T T
Proof. For any x g X , y g Ker T1
q q q5 5 5 5 5 5T T x y y s T Tx F T T x y y .
q q5 5dist x , Ker T F x y I y T T x s T Tx . .  .
Thus,
5 q 5T Tx
q q5 5 5 5 5 5T Tx G T Tx G dist x , Ker T G . 2.4 .  .q5 5T
 .  .  . 5 q5y1Combining the definition of g T and 2.4 , we have g T G T and
5 q 5T Tx
5 5Tx G g T dist x , Ker T G g T . 2.5 .  .  .  .q5 5T
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q  .Replacing x by T z, ;z g X in 2.5 , we have2
5 q q 5T TT z
q5 5TT z G g T ;z g X , 2.6 .  .2q5 5T
y1q q q . 5 5 5 5 5 5that is, g T F T T TT T .
 .Suppose that X is a Banach space. Let V X denote the set of all closed
 .subspaces of X and C X denote the set of all closed convex sets of X.
 .  .  .  . qClearly, V X > C X . Define function d : V X = V X ª R and
 .  . qfunction h: C X = C X ª R as follows. For any two elements M, N
 .g V X , we set
5 5d M , N s sup dist x , N x s 1, x g M , 2.7 4 .  .  .
 w x.  .cf. Ka. p. 197 and for any two elements V , V g C X , we set1 2
dist x , V .2
h V , V s sup x g V , x / 0 . 2.8 .  .1 2 1 55 5x
Put
d M , N s max h M , N , h N , M , M , N g C X . 2.9 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .d M, N is called the gap between M and N. Obviously, if V , V g1 2
 .  .  .V X , d V , V s h V , V .1 2 1 2
 < 4LEMMA 2.2. Let M s a q V s a q ¨ ¨ g V , N s b q V , where1 1 2
 .  .a, b g X, V , V g V X and a g V , b g V . Then M, N g C X and1 2 1 2
 .  5 5 .  .d V , V F 2 a q 1 h M, N .1 2
 .  4 5Proof. It is clear that M, N g C X . Take ¨ ; V such that a yn 2
5  .  . 5 5b y ¨ ª dist a, b q V s dist a, N . Since for any ¨ g V with ¨ sn 2 1 1 1
1 and any ¨ g V ,2 2
5 5¨ y ¨ s ¨ q a y b q ¨ q ¨ y a y b y ¨ .  .1 2 1 2 n n
5 5F ¨ q a y b q ¨ q ¨ q a y b y ¨ , .1 2 n n
it follows that
5 5dist ¨ , V F inf a q ¨ y b q ¨ q ¨ q a y b y ¨ .  .1 2 1 2 n n
¨ gV1 2
5 5s dist a q ¨ , N q a y b y ¨ . .1 n
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Thus
dist ¨ , V F dist a q ¨ , N q dist a, N .  .  .1 2 1
5 5 5 5 5 5F a q ¨ h M , N q a h M , N F 2 a q 1 h M , N . .  .  .  .1
 .  5 5 .  .Finally d V , V F 2 a q 1 h M, N .1 2
 .DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the Banach space X has property P if
 . 5 5for any x g X and V g C X there is x g V such that x y x s0 0
 .dist x, V .
 .It is well known that every finite dimensional Banach space has P and
 . every reflexive Banach space also has P which can be deduced from
w x.Yo, p. 126, Theorem 1; Be, p. 34, Proposition 1 .
 .The following lemma connects with T s T q d T g B X , X .1 2
 . qLEMMA 2.3. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T and let1 2
 .T s T q d T g B X , X , then1 2
q5 5 5 51 d R T , R T F T d T , 2.10 .  .  .  . .
q5 5 5 52 d Ker T , Ker T F T d T . 2.11 .  .  .
 .  . 5 5Proof. 1 Let u g R T with u s 1. Take x g X , such that u s Tx,1
5 5 5 5  .  .  .then 1 s u s Tx G g T dist x, Ker T , i.e., dist' x, Ker T F
 .y1 5 q5  .g T F T by 2.3 . Since for any z g Ker T ,
dist u , R T F u y T x y z F T x y z y T x y z .  .  .  . .
5 5 5 5F d T x y z F d T x y z , .
we obtain the result.
 . 5 5  .2 Choose u g Ker T with u s 1, then Tu s d T yu . Thus
5 5 5 5d T G d T yu s u G g T dist u , Ker T . .  .  .
y1 q .  . 5 5 5 5 5 5This means that d Ker T , Ker T F g T d T F T d T by Lem-
ma 2.1.
q3. THE EXISTENCE OF T FOR THE PERTURBATION
 .OF T IN B X , X1 2
q .DEFINITION 3.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized inverse T1 2
 .and let T s T q d T g B X , X . T is called the stable perturbation of T1 2
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if
qR T l Ker T s 0, 3.1 .  .
q q q .  .  .or equivalently R T l I y TT X s 0 for I y TT X s Ker T .2 2
 . qLEMMA 3.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T and let1 2
q . 5 5 5 5T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1. Then1 2
y1q q1 TT T I q T d T s T ; 3.2 .  .  .
y1 y1q q q2 I y T d T I q T d T s I q T d T . 3.3 .  .  .  .
q q q .  .  .Proof. 1 We have TT T s TT T q d T s T I q T d T . Since
q q5 5 5 5 T d T - 1, it follows from Von Neumann's Lemma that TT T I q
q .y1T d T s T.
 . 5 q5 5 5  q .y12 T d T - 1 implies that I q T d T , exists, therefore,
y1 y1q q q qI y T d T I q T d T s I y I q T d T y I I q T d T .  .  .
y1qs I q T d T . .
 . qPROPOSITION 3.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T1 2
q . 5 5 5 5 and let T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1. Set S s I q1 2
q .y1 q .T d T I y T T , then
 .1 S is an idempotent;
 .2 If dim Ker T s dim Ker T - ` or T is a stable perturbation of T ,
then SX s Ker T.1
 .  .Proof. 1 Using 3.3 , we have
y1 y12 q q q qS s I q T d T I y T T I q T d T I y T T .  .  .  .
y1 y1q q q q qs I q T d T I y T T I y T d T I q T d T I y T T .  .  .  . .
y1q qs I q T d T I y T T .  .
s S
 q q q.for T s T TT , i.e., S is an idempotent.
q q q .2 From the identity T T s T T q T d T , we get that
y1 y1q q q qS s I q T d T I y T T s I y I q T d T T T . .  .  .
2 .  .Thus Ker T ; R S s SX for S s S . If dim Ker T s dim Ker T - `,1
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then
y1q qw xdim SX s dim R I q T d T I y T T .  .1
s dim I y TqT X s dim Ker T . 1
s dim Ker T - `.
Since Ker T ; SX , it follows that SX s Ker T.1 1
 .Now we assume that T is a stable perturbation of T , then by 3.2 ,
y1q q q qTT TS s TT T I q T d T I y T T .  .
s T I y TqT s 0. .
q .Thus from R T l Ker T s 0, we deduce that TS s 0. This implies that
SX ; Ker T. Therefore SX s Ker T.1 1
From Proposition 3.1, we have seen that Ker T s SX , if T satisfies the1
 .conditions of Proposition 3.1 2 . In the following, we will show that it is
w xnothing but the condition in Na, Theorem 3.9 .
 . 5 q5 5 5PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T g B X , X with T d T - 1. Then the1 2
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 SX s Ker T ;1
q y1 .  .  .2 I q d TT T maps Ker T into R T .
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . In fact, we need to show that
y1q q qI y TT I q d TT T I y T T s 0. .  .  .
 q.y1 `  .n q. nSince I q d TT s  y1 d TT , we havens0
y1 y1q q q qT I q d TT s I q T d T T , .  .
y1 y1q qI q d TT d T s d T I q T d T . .  .
Thus
y1q q qI y TT I q d TT T I y T T .  .  .
y1q q qs I y TT I q d TT d T I y T T .  .  .
y1q q qs I y TT d T I q T d T I y T T .  .  .
y1q q qs I y TT T I q T d T I y T T .  .  .
qs I y TT TS s 0. .
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 .  .2 « 1 . We assume that
y1q q qI y TT I q d TT T I y T T s 0. .  .  .
Then by Lemma 3.1,
q qTS s TT TS q I y TT TS .
y1q q qs TT T I q T d T I y T T .  .
y1q q qq I y TT T I q T d T I y T T .  .  .
y1q q q qs T I y T T q I y TT I q d TT d T I y T T .  .  .  .
y1q q qs I y TT I q d TT T I y T T .  .  .
s 0.
Thus SX ; Ker T. But from the proof of Proposition 3.1, we get that1
Ker T ; SX . Therefore SX s Ker T.1 1
w xProposition 3.1, Proposition 3.2, and Na, Theorem 3.9 imply the follow-
ing useful corollary.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let T , T be as in Proposition 3.1. Suppose that
qdim Ker T s dim Ker T - ` or R T l Ker T s 0. .
q q y1 q .Then T has the generalized in¨erse T s I q T d T T with
5 q5T
q5 5T F .q5 5 5 51 y T d T
 . qRemark 3.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized inverse T and1 2
 .  .  .let T s T q d T g B X , X . If R T s R T , then T is a stable pertur-1 2
bation of T and if Ker T s Ker T , then T* is a stable perturbation of T*.
These special cases make Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 hold.
 .In general, the condition that dim Ker T s dim Ker T - ` or R T l
q  .Ker T s 0 is easier to check than the condition of Proposition 3.2 2
 .see Theorem 3.2 .
But under what conditions is T a stable perturbation of T ? In the end of
the section, we aim to solve this problem.
n m 5 5.  5 5.COROLLARY 3.2. Let X s C , ? , X s C , ? , T , T s T q1 2
q . 5 5 5 5d T g B X , X with T d T - 1. Then T is a stable perturbation of T1 2
 .  .iff rank T s rank T .
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q  .  .. 5 5 5 5Proof. Since d R T , R T F T d T - 1 by Lemma 2.3, it follows
w x  .  .from Ka, p. 200, Corollary 2.6 that dim R T F dim R T . Now suppose
q .that R T l Ker T s 0. Then
q qm G dim R T q Ker T s dim R T q dim Ker T .  .
s dim R T q m y dim R T . .  .
 .  .  .  .Thus dim R T G dim R T , that is, rank T s rank T .
 .  .On the other hand, dim Ker T s dim Ker T if rank T s rank T . This
q q y1 q .implies that T s I q T d T T by Corollary 3.1. In this case, it is
q .easy to check that R T l Ker T s 0.
 . qLEMMA 3.2. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T and let1 2
y1q .   .. 5 5T s T q d T g B X , X . Suppose that d R T , R T - I y TT . .1 2
q .Then R T l Ker T s 0.
q q .  .Proof. Assume that R T l Ker T / 0. Choose u g R T and T u s
5 50 with u s 1. Then for any z g X ,1
q q5 5 5 5 5 51 y u s I y TT u y Tz F I y TT u y Tz .  .
y1q  .. 5 5so that d R T , R T G I y TT . But this is in contradiction with .
y1q q  .. 5 5  .the assumption that d R T , R T - I y TT , so R T l Ker T s .
0.
From Lemma 3.2, we obtain the following corollaries:
 . qCOROLLARY 3.3. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T and1 2
q q y1 . 5 5 5 5 w 5 5xlet T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1 q I y TT . Sup-1 2
pose that dim Ker T s dim Ker T - `. Then T is a stable perturbation of T.
 .Proof. Applying 2.10 and Corollary 3.1 to T , T , we have
q5 5 5 5T d T 1
q5 5 5 5d R T , R T F T d T F - . .  . . q q5 5 5 5 5 51 y T d T I y TT
q .Therefore by Lemma 3.2, R T l Ker T s 0.
 .COROLLARY 3.4. Let T , T s T q d T g B X , X with the generalized1 2
q qin¨erses T , T , respecti¨ ely. Suppose that T is not a stable perturbation of T.
Then
y1q q5 5 5 5 5 5T G I y TT d T .
Proof. According to the assumption, by Lemma 3.2, we have
y1q  .  .. 5 5 5d R T , R T G I y TT . Then by Lemma 2.4, we get that I y
y1 y1 y1q q q q5   .  .. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5TT F d R T , R T F T d T , i.e., T G I y TT d T .
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5 q5Remark 3.2. If X , X are Hilbert spaces, then I y TT s 1 in1 2 y1q5 5 5 5Corollary 3.4. Thus T G d T , if T is not a stable perturbation of T.
qThe T in Corollary 3.4 also dramatizes the extent to which things can go
wrong in generalized inverses if the perturbation is not stable.
 .The following two theorems explicate the conditions that make R T l
Ker Tqs 0.
 . qTHEOREM 3.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T and1 2
q q y1 . 5 5 5 5 w 5 5xlet T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1 q I y TT . Then1 2
the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 T is a stable perturbation of T ;
q y1 .  .2 I q d TT T maps Ker T into T.
q q q q y1 . 5 5 5 5 5 5  5 5 5 5.3 T exists and T F T d T 1 y T d T ;
y1q .  . 5 54 d Ker T , Ker T - I y TT ;
y1q .   .  .. 5 55 d R T , R T - I y TT .
 .  .Proof. Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 show that 1 « 2 , and
 .  . w x2 « 3 comes from Na, Theorem 3.9 . Replacing T by T , T by T in
 .  .Lemma 2.3, we can deduce that 3 « 4 .
 .  . w x4 « 4 . By Ka, p. 201, Theorem 2.9 , we get that
H H
d R T* , R T* s d Ker T , Ker T s d Ker T , Ker T .  .  .  .  . .  /
5 q5y1- I y TT .
U .   .Therefore R T* l I* y T* T* X s 0 by Lemma 3.2.1
Supplanting T , T by T*, T*, respectively, in Corollary 3.1, we obtain
q q y1 q .   .  . .  .that T* has the generalized inverse T* s I* q T* d T * T*
with
q q5 5 5 5T* T .q5 5T* F s . . qq 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 1 y T d T1 y T* d T * .  .
w x  .   .  ..Applying Ka, p. 201, Theorem 2.9 and 2.10 to d R T , R T , we have
HH
d R T , R T s d R T , R T s d Ker T*, Ker T* .  .  .  .  . . .  . /
H Hs d Ker T* , Ker T* s d R T** , R T** .  .  .  . . /
q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F T** d T ** s T* d T .  .  .
5 q5 5 5T d T 1
F - .q q5 5 5 5 5 51 y T d T I y TT
 .  .That 5 « 1 is from Lemma 3.2.
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 . qTHEOREM 3.2. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T . Then1 2
q . 5 5 5 5T s T q d T g B X , X with T d T - 1 is a stable perturbation of T1 2
 .iff there exists DT g B X , X with1 2
q q 5 q 5 5 q5IyTT DT IyT T s0, T DT -1, and DTT -1 3.4 .  .  .
such that d T can be expressed as
y1q q qd T s DT y I y TT I q DTT DT I y T T . 3.5 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Proof. We first show that if DT g B X , X satisfies 3.4 and 3.5 ,1 2
q q .then R T l Ker T s 0. To do this, we take x s Ty, and T x s 0. Put
q  q .  .y s T Ty, y s I y T T y. We have from 3.51 2
T q TTqDTTqT y q TTqDT I y TqT y s 0 3.6 .  .  .1 2
x s I y TTq DTTqTy . 1
y1q q qy I y TT I q DTT DT I y T T y . 3.7 .  .  .  .2
 .  q.y1 q  .Equation 3.6 shows that y s y I q DTT T DTy . Thus using 3.71 2
 .and 3.4 , we obtain by simple computation that
y1q q q qx s y I y TT DTT T I q T DT T DTy .  . 2
y1q qy I y TT I q DTT DTy .  . 2
s 0.
Now assume that T is a stable perturbation of T. Set
DT s TTqd TTqT q TTqd T I y TqT q I y TTq d TTqT . .  .
 .  q.y1 qThen DT satisfies 3.4 . Using the formula I y I q d TT d TT s
 q.y1I q d TT , we get that
y1q q qI y TT I q DTT DT I y T T .  .  .
y1q q q qs I y TT I q d TT TT d T I y T T .  .  .
y1q q q qs y I y TT I q d TT d TT d T I y T T .  .  .
s y I y TTq d T I y TTq .  .
y1q q qq I y TT I q d TT d T I y T T .  .  .
s y I y TTq d T I y TTq .  .
q q y1 q q . .  .  .for I y TT I q d TT d T I y T T s 0 if R T l Ker T s 0 by
Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. Therefore d T can be expressed by the
 .form in 3.5 .
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Remark 3.3. In practical use of Theorem 3.2, we may take DT g
q q q ’ .  .  . 5 5 5 5 B X , X with I y TT DT I y T T s 0 and T DT F a q1 2
.y1 5 q5 5 q 5  .1 where a s I y TT I y T T . Let d T satisfy 3.5 . Then
q5 5 5 5T d T - 1 and T is a stable perturbation of T.
4. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS FOR Tx s b
q .Let T g B X , X with the generalized inverse T and let T s T q d T.1 2
 .  .Take b g R T , b s b q d b g R T , b / 0, b / 0.
qWe consider two operator equations Tx s b, Tx s b. Clearly T b is
 .  4  .a solution of Tx s b. Set S T , b s x g X ¬ Tx s b . Then S T , b s1
q  .  4T b q ker T. Set S T , b s x g X ¬ Tx s b . In this section, we consider1
the perturbation of the minimum norm solution of the problem:
5 5min x , subject to Tx s b , when X has P . .1
Put
5 q5 5 5 5 5 5 5y1 5 5 5 5y1k s T T , e s d T T , and e s d b b 4.1 .T b
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let T , T , b, b be as abo¨e. Then for any x g S T , b ,
5 5d b
q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y e x F dist x , S T , b F T d b q ke x 4.2 .  . .T T5 5T
 .Proof. By the definition of g T ,
y1q qdist x , S T , b s dist x y T b , Ker T F g T T x y T b . .  .  .  . .
4.3 .
 .  .Using 2.3 in 4.3 , we get that
q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5dist x , S T , b F T Tx y b s T d Tx y d b . .
q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F T d b q T d Tx
q5 5 5 5 5 5F T d b q ke x .T
On the other hand, since for any y g Ker T ,
q q q5 5 5 5T x y T b s T x y T b y y F T x y T b y y .  .
it follows that
y1 q5 5dist x , S T , b G T T x y T b .  . .
y15 5 5 5s T d b y d Tx
y15 < 5 5 5 5G T q d b y e x .T
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 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that X has P , and let T g B X , X with the1 1 2
q  . 5 5 5 5generalized in¨erse T . Then there is x g S T , b such that x s inf x ¬0 0
 .4x g S T , b and
5 5y1 5 5 5 5 5 q5 5 5T b F x F T b . 4.4 .0
 .Proof. By Definition 2.1, there is x g S T , b such that0
5 5 5 5inf x ¬ x g S T , b s dist 0, S T , b s x 4 .  . . 0
 .  .because of S T , b g C X .1
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y1 5 5For any x g S T , b , b s Tx F T x , thus x G T b . Now,0
from
y1q q q5 5 5 5 5 5x s dist T b , Ker T F g T T T b F T b , .  .  .0
we deduce that
y1 q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T b F x F T b .0
 .LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that X has property P . Let T , T , B, b be as in1
5 5 5 5  .4 5 5 5 5  .4Lemma 4.1. Put x s inf x ¬ x g S T , b , x s inf x ¬ x g S T , b0 0
q  .  ..  .x g S T , b , x g S T , b . Assume that R T l Ker T s 0 or0 0
q5 5 5 5dim Ker T s dim Ker T - ` whene¨er T d T - 1, then
5 5 5 q5x T0
5 5 5 5 5 5x F q d b q 2ke b . 4.5 .0 T1 y ke 1 y keT T
q 5 5Proof. We can choose y such that x s T b q y , then y F0 0 0 0
q q5 5 5 5  .x q T b . Since R T l Ker T s 0 or dim Ker T s dim Ker T - `,0
q q5 5 5 5whenever T d T s ke - 1, it follows from Corollary 3.1 that TT
q q y1 q .exists and T s I q T d T T . Thus for any y g Ker T ,
q q q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T b q y F T b y T b q T b y y q y q y0 0
q q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F T d b q T b y T b q x q y q y .0 0
Therefore
q5 5 5 5x s inf x ¬ x g S T , b s dist T b , Ker T . 4  .0
5 q5 5 5 5 q5 5 5T d b T d T
q5 5 5 5 5 5F x q q T b0 q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 y T d T 1 y T d T
q dist y , Ker T .0
5 q5 5 5T d b keT q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F x q q T b q y d Ker T , Ker T . .0 01 y ke 1 y keT T
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Since
y1q q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d Ker T , Ker T F T d T F T d T 1 y T d T , .  .
 .we have by 2.10 ,
5 q5 5 5ke T d bT q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x F x q T b q0 0 1 y ke 1 y keT T
5 q5 5 5T d T
q5 5 5 5 5 5q x q T b .0 q5 5 5 51 y T d T
5 5 5 q5x T0
5 5 5 5s q d b q 2ke b .T1 y ke 1 y keT T
Remark. Consider an example. Let T , T , b, b be
1 1 1 q e 1 q e 3 3 q 3eT s , T s , b s , b s . /  /  /  /2 2 2 2 6 6
2 .  .  5 5 .We have rank T s rank T . If we take C , ? , the minimum norm1
solutions of two equations Tx s b, Tx s b are
3 3
3 32 2y1 y1x s s q s , x t s q t , y F s, t F . .  .0 0 /  /3 31 1 2 2 0  0
2 2
1 1 15  .  .5   .  ..Thus x y x s and dist x t , S T , b s 0. From such a view-0 0 02 4 2
  .. 5 5point, we should estimate the dist x , S T , b instead of x y x .0 0 0
 .  .Now we present some results connecting with S T , b , S T , b .
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that X has property P , let T g B X , X with1 1 2
q  .  .the generalized in¨erse T , and let T s T q d T g B X , X , b g R T ,1 2
 .  .b g R T , b / 0, and b / 0 b s b q d b .
 .  .1 If e - 1, then for any x g S T , b ,b
k e q e .b T
5 5dist x , S T , b F x ; . .
1 y eb
 .2 If ke - e , thenT b
e y keb T
h S T , b , S T , b G ; .  . .
k 1 q e .T
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 .3 Suppose that ke - e - 1 and dim Ker T s dim Ker T - `, orT b
q .R T l Ker T s 0, then
e y ke k e q e .b T b TF d S T , b , S T , b F . .  . .
k 1 q e 1 y e .T b
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 By 4.2 and 4.4 , we have for any x g S T , b ,
5 5dist x , S T , b d b . . q5 5F T q keT5 5 5 5x x
5 5d b
q5 5F T q keT5 5inf x
x
5 5 5 5 5 5d b T q d T .q5 5F T q keT5 5 5 5b y d b
k e q e .b Ts ,
1 y eb
 .  .2 Substituting T , b, x for T , b, x, respectively, in 4.2 , where x g
 .S T , b , we get that
y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5dist x , S T , b G T d b y d T x . . . .
 .Then by 4.4 ,
5 5dist x , S T , b d b . . y15 5 5 5h S T , b , S T , b s sup G T y d T .  . . 5 5 5 5x inf x /x
x
5 5d by15 5 5 5G T y d Tq /5 5 5 5T b
e y keb TG ) 0.
k 1 q e .T
q q q y1 q .  .3 In this case, by Corollary 3.1, T exists and T s I q T d T T
q q q y15 5 5 5  5 5 5 5.with T F T 1 y T d T .
Replacing T , b, x by T , b, x, respectively, in Lemma 4.1, where x g
 .S T , b , we have
q5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5dist x , S T , b F T d b q d T x . . . .
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 .Thus by 4.4 ,
5 q5 5 5T d b
5 5h S T , b , S T , b F sup q d T .  . . q  /5 5 5 5 5 51 y T d T xx
5 q5 5 5 5 5T T d b
5 5F q d Tq  /5 5 5 5 5 51 y T d T b
k e q e .b Ts .
1 y keT
Finally, since ke - e - 1, it follows from the definition ofT b
  .  ..d S T , b , S T , b that
e y ke k e q e .b T b TF d S T , b , S T , b F . .  . .
k 1 q e 1 y e .T b
THEOREM 4.2. Let X , T , T , b, b, x , x be as in Lemma 4.3. Suppose1 0 0
that T , T satisfy the conditions in Lemma 4.3. Then
dist x , S T , b k . .0 2 2F e q e q 2k e . .b T T5 5x 1 y ke0 T
 .  .Proof. Using 4.2 and 4.5 , we obtain that
q5 5 5 5 5 5dist x , S T , b F T d b q ke x . .0 T 0
5 q5 5 5F T d b
5 5 5 q5x T0
5 5 5 5q ke q d b q 2ke b .T T /1 y ke 1 y keT T
5 q5 5 5 2 2ke T d b k eT T q5 5 5 5 5 5s x q q 2 T b .01 y ke 1 y ke 1 y keT T T
 .Therefore, by 4.4 , we have
q 2 25 5 5 5dist x , S T , b ke 1 T d b k e . .0 T T q5 5 5 5F q q 2 T b
5 5 5 5x 1 y ke x 1 y ke 1 y ke0 T 0 T T
q 2 25 5 5 5 5 5ke T T d b k eT T q5 5 5 5F q q 2 T b
5 51 y ke b 1 y ke 1 y keT T T
k
2 2s e q e q 2k e . .b T T1 y keT
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 . qWe have known that for T g B X , X with the generalized inverse T1 2
q .  .and T q d T g B X , X with the generalized inverse T , if R T l1 2 y1 y1q q q5 5 5 5 5 5Ker T / 0, then T G I y TT d T . In this situation, how is
  .  ..d S T , b , S T , b ? The following proposition answers the problem.
 . qPROPOSITION 4.1. Let T g B X , X with the generalized in¨erse T1 2
q .and let T s T q d T g B X , X with generalized in¨erse T .1 2
q q q y1 .  . 5 5 5 5 w 5 5x1 If R T l Ker T / 0, T d T - 1 q I y TT , then
y1y1q q5 5 5 5d S T , b , S T , b G I y TT 2 T b q 1 ; .  . . .
q . 5 5 5 52 Assume that T d T - 1, dim Ker T - ` and dim Ker T /
q y1  .  ..  5 5 .dim Ker T , then d S T , b , S T , b G 2 T b q 1 .
q q . 5 5 5 5 wProof. By Theorem 3.1, R T l Ker T / 0 and T d T - 1 q
y1q y1 q5 5x  . 5 5I y TT imply that d Ker T , Ker T G I y TT . Then by Lem-
ma 2.2,
y1q5 5h S T , b , S T , b G 2 T b q 1 d Ker T , Ker T .  .  . . .
y1y1q q5 5 5 5G I y TT 2 T q 1 , .
that is,
d S T , b , S T , b s max h S T , b , S T , b , h S T , b , S T , b .  .  . .  .  . .  .  . /
y1y1q q5 5 5 5G I y TT 2 T b q 1 . .
 .This proves 1 .
q .  . 5 5 5 5For the proof of 2 , since d Ker T , Ker T F T d T - 1 by Lemma
w x2.3, it follows from Ka, p. 200, Corollary 2.6 , that dim Ker T F dim Ker T
w- `. Then dim Ker T - dim Ker T by the assumption. Thus using Ka,
x  . p. 200, Corollary 2.6 , we can confirm that d Ker T , Ker T s 1 for
 . .d Ker T , Ker T is always no more than one . Therefore,
y1q5 5d S T , b , S T , b G 2 T b q 1 d Ker T , Ker T .  .  . . .
y1q5 5s 2 T b q 1 . .
Proposition 4.1 shows that under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1, if
5 5 5 5? ?
  .  ..T ª T and b ª b b g R T , b g R T and T has the generalizedn n n n n
q q   .  ..inverse T , T has the generalized inverse T , then d S T , b , S T , bn n n
does not converge to zero.
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 .But for any perturbation T s T q d T of T g B X , X and any solu-1 2
 .tion x g S T , b , we have the following more general result:
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that X has P , assume that T g B X , X1 1 2
q  .has the generalized in¨erse T , and T s T q d T g B X , X satisfies the1 2
q5 5 5 5  .condition that T d T - 1. Then for any x g S T , b , there is an x g
 .S T , b such that
5 5x y x k
F e q e . .b T5 5x 1 y keT
 . 5 5   ..Proof. Choose x g S T , b such that x y x s dist x, S T , b by Def-
5 5 5 5 5 5inition 2.1. Since Tx s b, we have b F T x . Applying Lemma 4.1 to
x, x, we get that
5 5 5 5 5 5x y x d b x
q5 5F T q keT5 5 5 5 5 5x x x
5 5 5 5 5 5d b T x
q5 5F T q keT5 5 5 5b x
5 5x
s ke q ke .b T 5 5x
Thus
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x x y x q x x
F F 1 q ke q ke .b T5 5 5 5 5 5x x x
Therefore, we have
5 5x y x 1 q ke kbF ke q ke s e q e . .b T b T5 5x 1 y ke 1 y keT T
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended some results in the perturbation analysis of
bounded linear operators in Banach spaces to a more general situation.
The critical point in the process of developing our theory is the concept
that the perturbation of the bounded linear operator has a stable pertur-
bation. This concept is equivalent to the rank-preserving perturbation in
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finite dimensional cases. Whether the concept is equivalent to the continu-
ity of the generalized inverse in Banach spaces is not known. But at least
we know that it is necessary and sufficient for the continuity of the
 w x.generalized inverse in Hilbert spaces see CWX .
The perturbation analysis for the operator equation in Banach spaces
described in this paper is much more complete. But the case discussed
here is only the special case of the perturbation analysis of problem
5 5 5 5Tx y y s inf Tz y y , ) .
zgX1
 .where T g B X , X with the generalized inverse and X has property1 2 1
 .  .P . If X , X are Hilbert spaces, some special cases of the problem )1 2
w xhave been discussed in DH and general cases have been investigated in
w x  .CWX . The more general situation of the problem ) will be investigated
in the future.
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